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16 Lincoln’s Inn Fields London WC2A 3ED 

tel: 0845 313 8449 

email: info@thefundingnetwork.org.uk 

website: www.thefundingnetwork.org.uk 

  

Report back to The Funding Network 
 

1. Name of your organisation and date funded by TFN:  
 

Settle – 23/09/14 
 

2. What was the project you sought funding for from TFN?  
What are its aims and objectives? Have these changed since receiving TFN funding?  

  
 Our aim is to prevent vulnerable young people from becoming homeless by equipping them 
with the skills they need to live independently. We do this by delivering a 6 week life skills 
programme to homeless young people as they move into their first home.  Our objective was to 
pilot our programme with 10 homeless young people that were moving into their first home in 
Enfield.  

 
3. Were you able to do this work as you described it in your application and presentation?  
Yes 
What evidence do you have for the success or failure of the funded project? 

 
We completed the pilot successfully in partnership with Origin Housing who have now renewed our 
contract. We have an impact report that is available upon request. 
 

4. If you were not able, please explain what happened and why? 
Can you quantify any changes? Eg …expanding number of employees, number of projects, 
geographical scope.  

 
N/A 

 
 

5. Can you measure, assess or describe the change that happened as a result of this work?  
What actual change did the funded project generate? What proportion of the project/work did 
TFN fund (eg all/x%)?   
 
TFN funded half of our pilot. It allowed us to work with 5/10 homeless young people in our first  
cohort. We were delighted with the impact that our programme created for the young people 
involved.  We had a 100% tenancy sustainment rate amongst participants and 95% strongly 
agreed that they felt more prepared to live independently after completing the programme. 
 

 
6. As a result of presenting at TFN, did you experience any of the following;  

 
Further funding from institutional funders – yes, through a YTFN event in July 2015 

 
7. Could you give us an estimate of how many people have been reached by the TFN funded 

project/work and by how much? 
 
We delivered our 6 week programme to 5 homeless young people with the TFN funding. We also 
recruited 3 of these young people to become peer volunteers for Settle. 
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8. Can you tell us any personal stories to highlight the value of funding from TFN?  

 
One story we are particularly proud of is that of Lucy. Lucy joined the Settle programme in 
March. Moving into Origin Housing was her first time living alone. Before this she was 
homeless, staying at hostels and sofa surfing with friends.  
 
This was a very precarious moment for Lucy. Although her new home gave her much needed 
personal space and security, she was struggling to make ends meet and had small but 
growing rent arrears. She was not budgeting enough to last the fortnight. All of this was 
having a negative impact on her mental health.  
 
Due to problems with her family, her support network was wafer thin. Together, we decided 
to focus in on three main issues: her budgeting skills, mental wellbeing and rent arrears. By 
the end of the programme, Lucy was much more confident at managing her tenancy. She 
was in credit on her rent account, had been accepted to start an apprenticeship with Origin 
Housing and Gingko and had been signposted to Enfield Mind. 

 
9. Since presenting at TFN, has your organisation undergone any significant change(s) which 

our donors would be interested to know about (these changes do not need to be related to 
the experience of presenting at TFN).  
 
Since presenting at TFN the following changes have occurred: 
 
- We now work with young people leaving care as well as homeless young people 
- We have moved into our first office space in Euston 
- We were nominated for a national housing award for our Community Achievement 

 
 

10. Do you have any other comments regarding TFN funding?  
 

TFN was the first funder to back Settle and gave us the resources to pilot our programme. That 
early funding was crucial to Settle’s success and has helped us grow our reach to prevent more 
vulnerable young people from becoming homeless. 

 
 

11. Can you please include any relevant photos or clips that may relate to the project.  
 
See impact report attached to email. 


